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15Elected To Bantams Draw With Redbirds;
Who's Who IFirst TlparlWk Tn
NOV. 11—Fifteen seniors, in- Honish. Frank B. Hubby. Don- " * " •*••*- K-S*S -H—r \J> %Jk> \ A - JL \JF V^X!m. JL.JLJLNOV. 11—Fifteen seniors, in- Honish, Frank B. Hubby, Don-
cluding 11 B. A. and rn.r B. S. 1 a l d LeStage HI.
candidates, will be listed in the
1961 editi.in of Whu s^ Who
among Students in. American
Universities and C o l l e g e s ,
Arthur Hughes,, dean .>nd vice-
president of the College, an-
nounced today.
• The group was noordnated
several weeks ago by Dean O.
W. Lacy, Char lain J. Mmilton
Thomas, S e n a t e President
Roger W. MacMillan. Senior
C'lass President Michael S.
Perlman and Tripod Editor
Peter T. Kilfaorn.
Besides MacMillan, Kilbora
and Perlman, those i:amed
were: Paul H. Brigsr, Alex-
ander M. Guild, Rortrt L.
Personality
Stages Told
NOV. 7—Professor M. Cur-
tis Langhorne this evening
stressed the importance of a
well formed personality on
one's college: life.
He spoke to a gaihering of
approximately forty people in
the Mather Assembly Hall.
The personality is a result
of eight stages of development
LangJiorne asserted. The first
three stages occur during in-
fancy.
The stages Langhorne men-
tioned were the forming:of a
feeling of trust, the searching
of a child for himself, gaining
a sense of initiative, develop-
ing a feeling of achievement,,-
overcoming the problems of
adolescence, the formation of
close friendships,- gaining a
sense 61 parehtai'ioye 'in -adult-:
hood, and developing a sense
of integrity. ;
Relating these stages of per-
sonality growth to the college
man's life, he stated that a
lack of*any one of thtte might
lead to failure-of the student
to succeed. -
He said that success ',n these
stages would prove haipful in
the full satisfaction "of a col-
lege career.
Stating that one who pro-
crastinates continually in his
work will suffer, he concluded! a junior adviser and worked
Also: George "P. Lynch Jr.,
Albert J. Mayer III. Charles
G. Mixter III, John '£.. Stam-
baugh, Douglas T. ^Vansill,
Samuel Wagner Jr. ar.d Thom-
as " j . Watt.
Scholarship and leadership
Nomination to the book, is
based on.scliolarship, participa-
tion and. leadership In i.-ampus
activities and potential useful-
ness. _ ,
I n c 1 u d e d among those
named this year are iKe Eng-
lish majors, four economics
majors, four pre-med students,
the entire membership of Me-
dusa and six members ol
Theta XL
Briger, a member of Psi Up-
silon, wrote a prize-winning
entry last year for the Jesters
one-act play contest. This yeat
he is editor-in-chief of the
"Review
Soccer > captain Guild has
played on •' the US Olympic
team, and was. an alternate on
the Pan-American games soc-
cer team in 1958. The two-
time All-American is s. mem-
ber of Alpha Chi Rho. •;.•'-
Senate Officers
is a member of Me-
dusa and serves as Vice-presi-
dent and treasurer of .the Sen-
ate. He is a pre-med and bio-
logy major, a member of
Theta Xi and has been a jun-
ior adviser.
A n o t h e r Medusa
Hubby is president of Sigma
Nu and corresponding secre-
tary of the Senate. Ha is also
campus coordinator for the
NSA and a l e t t e r m an in
squash, soccer, and tennis.
• Kilborn is thisyear's editor-
in-chief of The Tripod. A mem-
ber of Psi Upsilon, he also
serves, .OH-..thej::Mati'.i»K- Hall
Student Board and is a lay
reader.
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SOPHOMORE HALFBACK Tom Calabrese smashes Lundborg, who played a stand-out game as. he filled in
....off-Jackie for important yardage against Wesleyan near.... for injured fullback Ken Cromwell in Trinity's 22-22
the midfield stripe.'-Helping him out is classmate Carl standoff witih the Cardinals.
College To Host Symposium
Christian Existentialism
BY DON" PAPA , the extra points this time waS
MIDDLETOWN, Nov. 12— squelched by the left side of
After 60-odd years of football '•the Trinity line and the half
games the inevitable happened l f ^ ^ Wesle^n o u t i n
today at Andrus Field as Trin- j ^
 s e c o n ( J *h a ] f o p e n e d w i t h
lty and Wesleyan battled to, tihe Trinity line stopping the
their first tie. first Cardinal thrust, thus
forcing the Wesmen to punt.
Trin Takes To Air
Trinity quickly took to tha
air in an attempt to catch up
but an ill-fated Sanders pass
Trinity's soph b a c k f i e 1 d
proved equal to what Wesleyan
coach Norm Daniels called his
best line, in a decade.
A win would have given- .tihe ]
Cardinals their best record in a
dozen years but the adaptable
Tony Sanders hooked up
sophomore end Sam Winner on~
a 76-yard scoring play that
broke the • Wesmen's dreams,
of glory and gave the Ban-
tams a deserved 22-22 tie. -
Slow Trin Start
The game opened with Trin-
ity, receiving the kickoff and
after three line plunges had
failed to produce a first down
the Bantams were forced to
punt. i
Tony DeMiro, a small < half-
back with speed and elusive-
ness, returned the kick to the
Wesleyan 34, from where the
Cardinals moved the remain-
ing 66 yards for their first
score.
The drive lasted 15 plays
Dom Squatrito, a bruis-
BY JOHN STAMBAUGH
l ine College Will be host this
weekend to a symposium on
Christian existentialism which
will bring scholars in theology
and philosophy to the campus
from. Princeton and Harvard.
Five, speakers will keynote
the symposium"sessions, which
will be held in the Washington
Room .in Mather Hall., The ad-
a.m. sessipn. A graduate of
Williams,.Dr. Kaufman receiv-
ed his M. A. and Ph. D. from
Harvard He ' is the author of
many books including Existen-
tialism from i>ostoevsky to
Sartre.
At 11 a.m. theiRt. Rev.
"The major philosophical ques-
 f o r a s e r i e s o J
ew York City this weekend
tion is suicide.'' Christian Exis-
tentialism is said to answer
this query as to whether life
is worth living.
Theistic existentialists offer
an answer in the form of the
"leap on faith," the "risk" of
The club will sing a program
of folksongs, show tunes and
college songs at Rockville Cen-
ter Center Saturday. The
Bishop's Men, Chanticleers and
Pipes and: Drums will appear
with the glee club. James
Divinity School will discuss) the-very validity of faith. I Flannery '58 will do solo work.Georges Florovsky of Harvard m a n ' s existence in regard tov  \ « , o .«»,7 imi i^-Kr. «-r -f^ i+v
"Existential Motifs in the.Ex-
pression Christian '.Fail
each session oreader. ,
Another publication editor, j ^  three.
4 JSS. si s&ttf&Stti :& ™s? i ?C5^
LeStage heads the Ivy staff
this year and is also a mem-
ber of the Mather Hall Stu-
dent Board and fcne Committee
of 100. His fraternity is Theta
X i . ' • . " • • • • , ' ••- • '
Medusa Strongly Kepresentefl
Johnson Opens Conference
Dr. William-- Johnson, of
Trinity's religion department
vHll open, the conference Fri-
day at 8:i5 with a discussion
of "Existentialism in the
Writings of Thomas Mann and
MacMillan, another . Theta [Andre G'ide.-" Dr. : Johnson
Xi- member, is president of holds degrees from Queens
the Senate and a member of .College, Drew, Columbia and
the Medusa and Sophomore
Dining Club, He: has! also been
by warning the assembly to
take full advantage of their
personalities as a nitansr to
success in a college education.
with WRTC-FM.
Lynch is . yice-presUent ol
schools in Sweden, and Den-
mark. . :.
Dr.' Walter Kaufmann, as-
sociate professor' of philosophy
at Princeton, will lecture on
Florovsky .taught at the Or
thodox Theological Institute in
Paris i\i at Columbia and
Union Theological Seminary.
He .'has written books on the
Russian theology and the East-
ern church fathers.
Final Session Saturday
The afternoon speakers Sat-
urday will be Dr. John Wild,
professor of philosophy at
Harvard, and Dr. E. ;LaB.
Cherbonnier, chairman of Trin-
ity's department of religion.-
Professor Wild, twice a Gug
i i i
A display in the library lob-j Sunday morning the vocal
by* suggests books, many—by i gr,oup will sing motets- by .Vit-
toria and Schuetz at a com-
the Sera! e and aMert-sa mem-j'"Christian and A'theistic Exis-
(Continued On Page 3) Jtentialism" at the Saturday 9
Cooper Discusses Merits
Bl* JOHN MEYER
NOV. 11—Kennedy's Cathol-
icism had a decided effect on
his election Tuesday, Dr.
George B. Cooper told The
Tripod today.
The professor.of history and.
member of the Hartford Board
of Education, said the candi-
date's religion had helped him
in large cities but proved a
drawback in rural nid-West-
ern areas. He added that the
farm vote indicated more dis-
pleasure with Kennedy's, reli-
gion than with . the allegedly
unpopular farm program of
Secretary of Agrieuivare Ben-
son. • ' • " • ' •
"I had expected Senator;
Kennedy to win by a more
substantial margin,*' s a i d '
Cooper, admitting thai most
of us have become "landslide"
conscious as a result of the
great Roosevelt and Eisenliow-
Military Ball
On Dec. 10th
Tripod Military Bali on Dec
Bobby Kaye, who played lor
last May's Senior Ball, will
return to the College for t.ie
~_ Military Ball Saturday, Dec.
10. More than 200 couples are
expected for the ball, which
wiil be held in Mather Hall.
T.he non-flower da ice will
run for 9 to 1 with only one
20-minute intermission." Tick-
ets are priced at SA per coupie
and are available in the foyer
of Mather and at the ROTC
office. There will be no cork-
l
v i c t o r i e s . He pointed out
that close elections were char-
acteristic of the nineteenth-
century Republic.
Close Elections Common
Polk, he continued, had a
minority of the popular vote
as did Taylor and Buchanan.
Lincoln had fewer than the
-combined votes of his oppon-
ents and Hayes actually ran
behind Tilden.
' Dr. Cooper feels that a close
election can thave a good in-
fluence oh the" winner. It can
make him more temperate
and more aware of the other
party's point of view, and "thus
-acts as a; brake. He-added, that
such closeness is often the call
to real statesmanship.
Cooper said Governor Riol-
coff would probably remain, in
his state office until 1§62. In
view of Ribicoff's offeiwhelm-
ing popularity in this state
and the excellent job he has
Acheson and Dulles.
Fulbright or Bruce Favored
Dr. Cooper suggested Sei.a-
tor Fulbright, citing .'bis back-
ground and political" acumen
as some of the traits essential
for suce»ss in the jo.b. Outside
the Senate, Cooper leans to.
former Ambassador David
Bruce.
"Stuart Symington a n d
Thomas Finletter, both form-
er- Secretaries of Air, might
fill, the Defense position,"
said Cooper. "If I were Presi-
dent I would fill the Treasury
job with a banker from the
Middle or Far WTest."
He noted that there have
been, reports in. the press that
Byron "Wliizzer" White, an
attorney from Denver and a
former Rhodes Scholar and
All-American, would become
Attorney General. White or-
ganized K e n n e d y 'Clubs
throughout the natxn and
. Tdie season's first off-cam-
pus trip will take the glee club
mmg over front the one. The
nimble DeMiro then scooted
left end for the extra points
and Wesleyan led 8-0.
Penalty Helps
Trinity took the ensuing,
kickoff and with the aid of
a penalty pushed 86 yards to
the tying score.
The drive was highlighted
by the power running of John
Szumczyk and was, climaxed
when Carl Lundborg, a clutch
muraon service in
St.
can be read for' a basic ac-
quaintance with existentialism
before the conference.
Episcopalians Also Meet
The ' New England Province
of the Canterbury Association
will sponsor the-symposium.
The association, whiah repre-
sents Episcopal students in
New England colleges, will
hold its annual
in connection with
slum. j Nursing.
Charles. Hawes HI '61 and December 11 the
New York's pertovmer- all day, took a
TT f * Sanders handoff and blasted
two yards through the middle1*
was picked off by the speedy
Jim Thomas who returned it
brilliantly to the visitors' 22-
yard line.
The same Thomas raced
seven yards off left tackle for
the score. The pesky DeMiro
added the extra points as ha
circled left end, giving Wes-
leyan a seemingly insurmoun.
table 22-8 lead.
A Wesleyan fumble set up
the second Trinity score wife
the ..shifty Tom Calabrese,
taking advantage of a beauti.
ful block thrown by Dale Peat-
man, tightroping 20 yards for
the score.
A Sanders pass for the im-
portant extra points failed and
Trinity still trailed^22-14.
Sanders To Sam
With five minutes to go in
the game Trin regained con-
trol of the ball and struck
quickly for the tying marker.
Sander's masterful, pass was
{Continued On Page S)
Youth Corps
Parley Topic
By PETER KILBORN
..:_ PRINCETON, NX. Nov. 13
— Over 100 students and ex-
perts on underdeveloped na«
tions laid the .groundwork this
weekend for the Youth Peacenartininatp in a serv-i""" •r"i"° . ""-""a" "*c " "
i c f oT Lfred music at the of. the .-Cardinal line for six Corps whiah President - elect
Church of the Heavenly Rest.
New York • Alumni will coop-
erate with the undergraduates
at this service.
Christinas Programs Slated
On Dee. 3 the glee club will
points.
Sanders, faking a pass,
skirted right end for the extra.
in an 8-S deadlock.
Squatrito Tough
Wesleyan hurtled quickly
meeting here!sing in Mather Hall with the!bac!< a s they moved some 60
it  the. sympo-] Hartford Hospital School - of yards "for their second touch-
"Trinity
genheim .fellow,. specializes in. Arthur McNulty Jr. '62 are co-j Spotlight" television .program
Christian, platonic and reah's- chairmen of the planning com-j will ieature the" glee club sing-
done, Cooper leels he' will lasi i seems to fill, in Cooper's opin-
out his term. After 1362 it isj ion, the political and profes-
very possible that the Gover-
nor will head south.
Cabinet Possibilities
Concerning the . cabinet like-
ly to be appointed by the new
President, Dr. Cooper said
that there will be a lot of spec
ulation on this point and that
anyone who'' tried to make a
prediction was bound to go
way out on a limb.
If he were President-elect,
Cooper said he would name a
Senator to be Secretary of
State. Past history'has shown,! G ° P in 1964, and that RocKe-
sional qualifications for the
post.
Stevenson Likely for UN
Dr. Cooper said that AdJai
Stevenson might pQSs'oly be
our United Nations representa-
tive, and. Senator Johnson
yrould continue working with
, p
tic philosophy. His books in-
clude The Challenge of Exten-
tialism-'He will talk at 2 p.m.
on "Extentialism and Social
Problems." ; • /^" ;
Dr. Gherbonnier will Close
the' afternoon session with a
lecture on "Existentialism as a
Resurgence of Pagan Theolo-
gy." His field of academie-con-
centration is the philosophical
implications of Biblical con-
cepts. . .
- What Is Existentialism?
Existentialism, generally pre-
sents an attitude toward, life
rather than a belief about life.
.This fact differentiates it from
the analytic philosophies. .
C h.r i s t i a n. Existentialism
claims to answer the religious
question of the meaning -and
value of life. Albert Camus,'
the French novelist,' wrote,
Trade Area
Talk Topic
Carlo, Hemmer of the Euro-
pean Economic ' Community
mittee for the conference. ing Christmas music.
down. Again it was the bat-
tering Squatrito who1 scored,
this time carrying over from
the visitor's one. '
DeMiro's attempted run for
Doctor. Langer Will Give
Mead Lecture Thiirsday
Dr. William Leonard Langer,
Coolidge Professor of History
at Harvard University, will de-
liver the annual Mead History
Lecture here on Thursday,
Nov. 17. at 10:30 a.m. in the
Chemistry Auditorium.
The eminent historian and
author will speak on "The
First Population Explosion,
1750-1850."
- George J. Mead, recipient of i
an honorary Doctor of Science
degree from ; Trinity, in 1937,
bequeathed the funds estab-
lishing • the Mead Lectures;
Harvard Graduate
Born in Boston in 1896, Dr.
Langer was graduated from
Harvard witih an A. B. degree
in 1915 and subsequently re-
ceived ' his A. M. degree and
Commission will speak here i ph. D. from the same univer-
this week on central Europe's j
 sity.
new Common Market. j From 1915 to 1917, he taught \
The Economics Club will modern 'languages at Worces-
sponsor the lecture Thursday ter Academy and then served
at 7:30 in Wean Lounge, The
public is invited to this second
lecture .in the Economic Club's
series of talks.
Belgium, France, Ilaly, Lux-
embourg, Netherlands and
West Germany have united to
form- the Common Market.
The goal of the organization
is the removal of tariffs and
the creation of a huge market
comparable to that of the U.S.
, \,\Jiiiya.}. cuLMt: iu ina. L UJ. LAIC: *-
the Senate where his political j Common Market Official
craftsmanship would be ex-
tremely effective.
On Nixon's future, Dr.
Cooper said he Mt Nixon
- M r Hammer is the director
for industry> commerce and
handicrafts in the organiza-
tion's Internal Market Depart-
as sergeant in the 1st Gas
Regiment, United States Army
during'World War I. His first
publication, With "E" of the
First Gas, told of his exper-
iences in the war and was co-
authored with a fellow soldier,
Robert B. MacMullin.
Assistant Director
During World War H, Pro-
fessor Langer served as Direc-
tor of research, office of the
Coordinator of Information i in
 f
Washington and received the.is an authority on recent dip-
HARVARD'S DR. LANGER
would still be the head of the|ment. He will explain the Mar-ltegic Services.
Medal for Merit in 1946 for
his work in the research
branch of the 'Office of Stra-
lomatic history.
age
Sxee,
and set-ups will bej
he pointed out, that a member
of the Senate is less likely to
run into sharp criticism from
Congress. He cited Hull and
Byrnes as examples of past
Secretaries who escaped: the.
I problems of the less political
feller would not be ablf to get
enough support to swing him
intc/ the nomination spot. Tihe
closeness of Nixon's defeat
shows that he has good voter
appeal, while Rockefeller's ap-
peal is still largely untried.
Important Books
Our Vichy Gamble, publisn-
Immediately following the' sd in 1947, was called by Time
The author of a prize-win-j War he was appointed special j Magazine "the most thorough
the Army and the Office
Strategic Services.
1
 Recently Dr. Langer has
written two correlated works,
ket's aims and activities.
ning study of the Luxembourg
eeonomj-, he has served with
that country's fylinistry of Ag-
riculture and has founded and
headed an eeo'iomic and cul-
tural weekly t&ere.'
assistant to the Secretary of j and respectable defense the
State and in 1950 was named | U. S. policy (towards Vichy-
assistant director of tihe Cen-| France) has had."
tral Intelligence Agency; For this and other writings,
A noted author, Dr. Langer \ Langer hacl access to secret
has published many works and i files of ttie State Department,
The Challenge to andj
The Undeclared War, the first j
of several volumes on Ameri-
can foreign policy before and
during World War II. The
New York Times has referred
to these works as "history for
historians."
Kennedy endorsed in a recent
California campaign speech.
If passed in Congress, tha
program will permit young
Americans to fulfill their serv-
ice obligations by serving as
teachers, social workers, doc-
tors and technical advisers in
Africa, Asia and South Ameri-
ca.
. Meeting during the Point
Four Youth Conference here,
the .delegates discussed a num-
ber of methods of creating tha
youth corps.
Opposing: Views
• Particular attention was paid
to a bill introduced in the Sen-
ate last year by M'nnesota
Senator-Hubert Humphrey (D)
and a slightly different one
proposed by Dr. Tihomas Mel-
ady of the Consultants for
Overseas Relations.
The Humphrey Bill would
establish a youth" service corps
as an agency of the govern-
ment. Its director would be ap-
pointed by the President, and
the corps would work in co-
ordination with the State De-
partment. :
Humphrey also advocates a
one-year orientation program
during which recruits would
learn the language and culture
of their assigned area.
Melady Proposal
The Melady Proposal differs
in that the corps would be con-
ducted by a. private organiza-
tion or a citizen's committee
which will seek appropriate
government, corporation and
foundation support.
Melady believes a rigorous
three-month orientation period
is sufficient before the candi-
dates go abroad.
The conference gave unani-
mous support to the objectives
of the two proposals and
(Continued On Page 3)
Trinity, British
Match Radio Wits
Seniors Christopher Gilson,
a government major, Gordon
Ramsey, a history major, and
William Kirtz, an English ma-
jor, wil match wits with Eng-
students at 10:15 p.m.
this Wednesday, Nov. 16, over
New York's WCBS f880)-'. .
The three will represent
Trinity against a team from
London's Bedford College on
CBS's fourth session of Inter-
national Quiz. Teams from
Vassar Columbia and Rutgers
have previously contested with
the British on this program,
whioft will be carried by the
British Broadcasting System, <
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Justice 'Breaks Down
Last year's Medusa empowered the Interfraternity
Council to take punitive action whenever misconduct
on the part of "one or more fraternity members of one
or more houses" occurs.
In so doing-, the Medusa has inadvertently encour
aged a breakdown in justice where fraternities are
concerned. , ,
Presumably, the Medusa felt that each member of
the IPC had a stake in the welfare of all the^other
fraternities represented. Fraternity justice, it was
hoped, would therefore be put on a. fairer basis.
These unquestionably good intentions, however,
show a lack of foresight. By definition, IFC members
are official spokesmen of their fraternities. Theyare
as apt to, say, voluntarily sponsor tight rushing viola-
tion, enforcement as Vice president Nixon would be
to come out for more television debates.
The Medusa setup has many faults, as does every
implement of justice. But, by and large, the dispatch
with
 t which the group renders its decisions and the
•way in which, it is chosen puts it above temporal fra-
ternity whims.
Meeting in secret sessions, there is no danger of
a man thinking of "letting his house down." Medusa
men are picked for their general campus achievements;
IFC representatives for their ability to implement
their fraternity's will. There is a place for both aims
— but both aims cannot be simultaneously pursued
without deterring justice.
1
 The grass is looking greener. The honest bumbl-
ings of the Medusa appear minor besides the hanky
panky of last fall's Rush Week rule-bending. Let's take
fraternity discipline out of the hands of individuals
•who (rightly) think, when deliberating,a house's fate:
"I'd better be careful. This could happen to us!"
If we are serious about having effective student
discipline, better a group with hard, summary justice
than one which, by its very character, is a lobby, not
a proper judiciary board.
Ton Crowds Welcome
The enthusiastic reception given two Mather Hall
svents within 24 hours inspires hope that, with suf-
!icient planning and acumen, the Student Center can
Ive ,up to its title: a center for student activities.
i The College's laissez-faire philosophy momentar-
ily abandoned, all classes seemed to enjoy both the
Sophomore Hop and the Buttoridown Sounds concert.
For the first time within recent memory, wide support
was given a college function. '••',.
And perhaps we shouldn't look a gift horse in the
mouth. Maybe we shouldn't even inquire as to the rea-'
sons for this achuavinistie impulse, for fear of break-
ing the bubble. But a hasty guess seems to revert to
the old Madison Avenue war cry: better packaging.
The committees who arranged publicity and plan-
ned the many facets of the dance and the concert
wisely picked diversions midway- between trose norm-
ally seen at a fraternity party and the "public audi-
torium" genre hitherto the custom there. By appealing
to the snob in all of us, these groups achieved a mea-
sure of democracy: democracy by repx*esentation.
Every campus faction seemed represented at the Stu-
dent Center proceedings, a unique situation which can
be repeated if entertainment offerings stay at their
present high level.
That three times as many scholars here turn out
for Lester Lanin as for Norman Thomas, James Mich-
ner, or William Shakespeare is a fact of Trinity life
so apparent as to be tedious. Let us not dwell on it,
but be grateful that the student body will turn out
lor something*
Keep it up, you entertainment groups! Now if only
we could smuggle Robert Frost in with a tapdancing
act . . . .
ALL SUMMER
10N6THE8SD5
AROOMDHEREDfW/E
MQO) THEY'VE-ALL FMtf l f f
SOOTH FOK'THE UXNTBt AND
ITS RSUQUIET.
SOWfflT
NATIONAL RETARDED
CHILDREN'S WEEK'
MOVEMBER -13-24
Election Year
1960
By John Henry
Eastern States Saved The Day;
Kennedy Performed Near Miracle
As election night wore on, it
became more and more appar-
ent that John F. Kennedy's
victories in the eastern sea-
board states and particularly
New York saved the day for
him. West of the Mississippi,
the Democratic ; ihopeful en-
countered, for the most part,
solidly Nixon territory. In view
of the past voting perform-
ances in the states which put
Kennedy into the White House,
the Senator had performed a
near miracle by winning them.
It now appears that had Ken-
nedy not carried New York
with its 45 electoral votes, he
would have fallen 15 votes
short of the 269- minimum
needed to win. The fact is that
the Democratic ticket dealt a
sound defeat to the GOP in
the Empire State.
From all appearances, NeKv
York looked like the Republi-
can National Committee's mod-
el state. In 1956, its electorate
had cast 61.2% of its ballots
for Eisenhower. Before Nov.
8, the party cbuld claim con-
trol of both houses in the
state legislature. 24 of the
state's 43 U. S. Congressmen,
both its U. S. Senators and all
state offices save one (comp-
troller).
Well-oiled State Machine
The ihead of the vigorous
well-oiled state political ma-
chine and probably the most
popular governor in the coun-
try is Nelson Rockefeller, who
defeated incumbent Averill
Harriman by more than 537,-
000 votes in 1958 — a very
difficult feat in a year that
saw manv GOP veteran poli-
ticos swept under by the Dem-
ocratic tide. The Governor, in-
cidentally, had stumped 42 of
the state's 62 counties, deliver-
ed some 237 speeches in 10
states in behalf of the GOP
Presidential ticket.
To top everything off. the
key New York County Demo-
cratic organization was split
into two hostile factions, one
headed by Tammany boss Car-
mine deSapio, the- other by
Political Reformers ex-Senator
Herbert Lehman and Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt. '
These formidable obstacles
notwithstanding, Kennedy pil-
ed up a respectable, though by
no means record-breaking plur-
ality of over 400,000 votes. His
margin over Nixon in New
York City was a iwhopping
790,000 votes.
Connecticut and New Jersey
. The story was much the
same in neighboring Connecti-
cut and New Jersey. In 1956,
63.7% of Connecticut voters
had gone for Eisenhower while
in New Jersey the President
garnered 64.7% of the vote.
making that state the fifth
most heavily Republican in
the Union.
This year the Democrat;
rolled up a plurality of 90,000
votes over the GOP in Con
neetieut and won New Jersey
-by 20,000.
This showing was accom
plished despite the fact that
Republicans r e g a i n e d }
House seats in Connecticut
(lost in 1958) and that Clifford
Case, GOP Senator in New
Jersey, was swept back into
office by a margin of over
300,000 votes.
Kennedy La«ks Magnetism
Obviously, the President-
elect doesn't possess enough
magnetism to effect a coat-
tail operation with other can-
didates on the party ticket.
One factor generally held de-
cisive was Kennedy's religion.
All three states contain large
Catholic populations. In fact
44% of Connecticut citizens
are affiliated with the Roman
Catholic'Church. Most politi-
cal leaders feel that many Re-
publicans belonging to the
Church crossed party lines to
support, one of their own
f a i t h . ' • • '
. It is interesting to note that
the Senator won eight of the
12 states having Catholic pop-
ulations of more than 30%.
Negro Vote Reverts
The Democrats plso recover-
ed practically all of the New
York City Negro vote they
had lost to Eisenhower in 1956.
Republican wooing of Southern
pro - segregation states plus
heavy unemployment among
Negroes probably attributed
for the big Democratic inroads
here.
Deepening economic reces-
sion in industrial New Jersey
and upstate New York no
doubt delivered much of the
labor vote for Kennedy. More-
over, unions had conducted big
egistration drives presumably
in an effort to get a big Dem-
ocratic turnout.
The recession and religion
Vere generally beyond the
GOP control. It does seem,
(however, that if the party had
fervently courted the Negro
and the Jew, New York could
have been spared from going
Democratic.
I
xAisle Say'
by BILL KIRTZ
Vital' Literature Due Nov. 22
Hoping to provide Trinitj-
"with a more vital contact
with modern literature," The
Beview is sponsoring the ap-
pearance of two young poets
and a folk-singer here Nov.
22.
Paui Briger, editor of the'
college literary m a g a z i n e
whose first edition-of the year
will appear s h o r t l j after
Thanksgiving, has engaged the
services of three artists whose
experiences have oeen'. as
varied as will be thor offer-
ings in Mather Ballroom next
Tuesday evening at S;30^-John
Brent, Blake Reed and Luke
Askew.
Brent has, delivered poetry
readings throughout the coun-
try and has, he notes, "appear-
ed furtively" on radio and tele-
vision. An 'unwilling victim
of beat-type article publicity
in " v a r i o u s discouraging
magazines," he has contribut-
ed half of the material of a
book to be published in Lon-
don this spring.
A Proposed Bibleland
Brent's best-known poem is
"Biblelanfl," which celebrates
the merits of religion' in Dis-
neyland-style. A pitchman out-
lines some attractions of this
imaginary, tourist mecea:
"Come cast your bread upon
the water for only 25c."
-"Take a rocketshjp_to paper-
mache, heaven and be met in-
dividually by St. Peter at the
gates."
"For the priqe of adiiiission,
everybody gets a Father For-
give them button'.''
Reed, .whose poelry iwill
comprise the other half of
Brent's book, has appeared on
Broadway in "No Time for
Sergeants," can be iitard on
the album "Beat Gen. Vol II,"
and has a book.out named "21
Carlisle." He is.at present on
a reading tour of the,Mid-West.
Singer Askew promises not
to 'be the least colorf ill of the
three. Expected to deliver
chain-gang songs wiiich are
authentic by virtue of bis ex-
—LETTERS—
Holbrook Terms Letter Criticizing
Chaplain 'Quasi-Staiinistic Purge'
JOHN BRENT
perience on one, the Macon,
G a. native has also fo'md time
to appear on radio arjG. tele-
vision. '
Chain-Gang:
^skew's most-noted song
concerns "A Circle in the
Square." In it, a Greenwich
Villager describes ir. unvar-
nished' terms the antics of
Brooklyn, beatnicks in heat-
nicks" in Washington Square.
—The Beview, jnotes Briger,
has found that "having one's
name in print has not suffici-
ently stimulated" students to
write for it, and the editor
speculates that many are un-
accountably distrustful of any
poetic efforts later thar, those
of William Wordwoith.
Although it is too early to
judge' if the ;'San'• Francisco."
poetic school Brent, and Reed
represent has an assured place
in literature, Briger says it
has "definite value in our
time,"
In the space of 14 hours
last weekend, a.danca and a
song concert drew more than
1200 to Mather Hali: a 50c
addmission charge and a pos-
sible keg or two .should not
scare anyone away from what
promises to be a nove] and
entertaining Eeview presen-
tation.
To the Editor:
When criticism of the Chap-
lain's sermon is merely a front
f or' a verbal, quasi-Stalinistze
purge of the Chaplain himself,
I wonder if the author of the
sordid insinuations comprising
this defamation is being flat-
tered 'with the label human?
Could Charles Hawes, in his
letter two weeks ago, have
shown more uninhibited arro-
gance and disrespect in his ap-
parent urge to destroy verbal-
ly (as an animal under an in-
toxicating drive would desrtoy
physically) the man at whom
his attacks were aimed?
When Mr. Hawe's asserted
the "ugly and totally ignor-
ant, jingoistic way" Chaplain
Thomas fliad spoken of the reli-
gious issue in the recent cam-
paign, the former was not
making an objective criticism
of any aspects of the argu-
ment the man had presented.
Neither was he referring to
the sermon, as a whole, an
opinion on which he had dis-
missed previously in his article
with the single word—incredi-
ble. A talk cannot be "ugly
and totally ignorant," but ac-
cording- to She opinion of a
person with incredible kndw-
ledge, the words can refer to
the one delivering it. When
Mr. Hawes chose these words,
the clear intention was-to cast
a ruthless aspersion on the
character and intelligence of
the chaplain.
IWBBthou&h to Misthoughtf
At another point in the let-
ter Hawes declared, with no
undue sense of humble re-
serve, "Chaplain TBiomas pro-
ceeded from misthoiight •
 rto
misthbught." This -is obviously
not a criticism of the sermon,
but again it is of Chaplain
Thomas. Why? The sermon is
the cause of dispute. Therefore
why is there this destructive,
inhuman desire to disgrace the
man himself?
Was it not a regressive fren-
zy, an atavistic drive, which
impelled "the boy of seventeen
years to murder the elderly,
socialist leader in Japan? I be-
lieve it only takes a certain
degree of impudence and sub-
mission to the blind excite-
ment of rage for one to com-
mit an act of this sort.
The rant of an obscene mock
of the Rev. Mr. Thomas is
perhaps the most pathetic and
immature comment Hawes
made. He depicted the man
as squirming through the ser-
mon. Was the Chaplain men-
tally twisting about in confu-
sion like a "worm when he
gave his talk on Reformation
Sunday? Was he trying delib-
erately to sneak something
through? Or was he simply
giving an honest, dpen talk on
what he believed? I doubt -if
Mr. Hawes expected the Chap-
lain to give a talk on wihat
Mr. Hawes believed, rather
than on his own views.
Hawes Holds Grudge
The invectives in that article,
I a mairaid, reveal more the
instabilities of the person who
wrote them than -the disrepu-
tible character of Reverend
Thomas. It takes no tremen-
dous feat of reasoning to see
that the boy holds a personal
grudge. The real question is
wby his article is printed un-
der the guise of a criticism of
the Chaplain's talk. It is mis-
leading to publish this column
on any page other than that
devoted to personal hates.
The unusual point about the
letter is that when Ha^es fin<
ally got around to specific
criticism of the talk, he as-
serted first that the Chaplain
had attempted ; to show that
Protestantism . (rather than
Catholicism) "fostered that
spirit peculiar to i 'ecclesiastic-
al,' personal and national free-
dom." .t
Then later in the article
H;awes said, "The Roman
Catholic Church, dogmatically,
I will grant you, has delineat-
ed the difference between
tlhese two incompatible ideol-
ogies (Christianity,-and Com-
munism) . . ."In other words
the Roman Catholic Church
has,.delineated Christianity,i.e.
what a Catholic is to believe
in and be loyal to, and has de-
lineated Communism and here-
say, i.e. what a Catholic is not
to believe in. And this dogma-
tism, which Hawes granted, is
clearly not freedom—freedom
Which the Protestant feels.
Thus in two of his" rare quo-
tations where he was specific,
the, writer merely supported
Chaplain Thomas' contention,
about which the Chaplain had
aparently been "squirming,"
"ignorant," making a series of
"jnisthoughts." The real ques-
tion perhaps, whetflier this
freedom for the Protestants
has been a good or bad thing,
was not the object of Hawes'
tide of criticism.
Underlying Theme
The one underlying construe
tive theme of Mr. Hawes' ti-
rade, which is part of the pop-
ular vogue, ,is that idealistic
concepts such as equality,
should be adhered to. It is
amazing that the French Rev-
olution, the League of Nations,
the irrational man as repre-
sented by Hitler have not pro-
duced more skepticism than
they have on the theory that
strugafline to put these con-
cepts into practice is the way
to go about solving man's profr
le'ms. It would appear from
these historic events that
man's dilemmas are caused,
not by a lack of concepts put
into practice, but by man's
own frailty — his unresisting
surrender to uncontrollable
rage or uncontrollable , fear.
Have not the effectiveness of
ideals practiced always depend-
ed on man himself?'
I would suggest then that
the answer is not as- Charles
Hawes declared — that in the
name of unity we should-not
discriminate .between the value
of one religion and another.
This sounds like Moscow stat-
ing that, in the Interests of
strength and unity, there shall
be no criticism of the nation
of.its pseudo-religious beliefs.
Nor is it that we Should be
completely equalr or consider-
ed* equal, in body, or mind—
not only because we aren't,
but also because nobody wants
this horrendous kind of brain-
Washed equality. Nor is it that
we should criticize a ' person
for practicing his right of free
speech on a religious issue in
a poltical campaign. > ]\ '.
I is," I believe, that man
should first calm and control
himself; -he should posses a
greater time perspective that
would avoid the agitation of
petty irritations and personal
dislikes. He should look for
the lasting/values and beliefs
which dignity him as a' man.
This would further our dis-
tance from the brink of war.
Temper Tantrums
In answer to the quotation
from Pascal in Mr. Hawes' ar- |
tide I would' say that men
never do evil so completely
and cheerfully as when they
once let themselves get stirred
up into regressed temper tan-
trums—urges to destroy. Let's
hope that the savage voice
that ranted at:us two weeks
ago dhanges his tone in the
future.
It is my hope that Mr,
Hawes wil assume the digni-
ty ; in himself as a human be
ing to apologize to Chaplain
Thomas.
Dwight Holbrook '63
Tweeds, Tunes
Mingle At
BY KXISBIT T<HXElr
In the "tweediesl" of all
possible worlds, Triply Col-
lege, was set Saturday night's
collegiate sing. Button Down
Sounds. Opening the iviedgathering with "I Get a Kick
Out of You," Bowdohi's Med-
die-bempsters sounder! Uke a
mixed ehbrus doing an L & M
ad.
Following with "The i»rd Is
Good to Me," this group suc-
cessfully added the collegiate
"touch" to an average "down
toearidi" religious song. Glenn
Miller and the "40's" lived
again while the Meddiabemp-
sters sang '^ This Is the Time
of the Evening."
Vassar's Nightowk seemed
as though they could use a
little more sleep. The* rendi-
tion of "The Eagw Rock1
lacked spirit. I grew very sor-
ry that Lulu returned during
"Lulu's Back in Town."
Individual Initiative
With a slurred and mushy
"All My Hearts," Hamilton's
Buffers opened their section
of the evening's entertain-
ment. "The Animals Are
Coming" was cieveily done
and approached a Roger Wag-
ner Chorale effect. . 'Alice'-
was the first humorous song
of the evening and pointed to
some individual initiative and
variation.'
Ending with a stirring "In
was weak and grali.ig. T3nd»_
ing with a well-sung and art-'
ful "Birds Do It," Tin; Injun*
aires saved themsehvs from
the brand of "average."
A pleasingly iniegraied arwl
interesting version oi "Basin
Street Blues" opened Pem*
broke's PDQ's perlomanee,-
The mellowed tones oi "I'm
Always Chasing
exemplified the PDQ'c- style.
Capturing the mood oi "Sett'
timental Gentleman," Middle-
bury. College's the Dissipated
Eight opened with a iiumop.
ous version of the song. A,
rakish "Honey" poJUed to
the reason why this group
calls itself the Dissipated
Eight.
: Operating on one cylinder.
Mount Holyoke's V-S's chug-
ged into a slow beginning; and
barely made it to the end of
their offering. .
"The Jimmy Brown Song'*
was the first selection of tht
Trinity Pipes. Throughout the
song an effective balaace be-
tween the solo and the group
was held. Appropria.tly the
Trinity Pipes sang "Living
the Life of Ease."
A clever and amusuij? farce
on rock 'n roll was elfected
by the group. The Pipes were
polished, but then too much
shining can ruin the finish.
Jesters Announce
1'ActPlayCon lest
Undergraduate authois have
a chance again this year to
comf'Si.e for prizes in the Jes-
ters' one-act play writing con-
test.
My Arms," the Bulftrs, by
means of some surprising
lyrics, put In a good word for
co-education. ;
Wheaton's Whims fell into
the growing trend, evident at
this point in the cocfert, of
average talent. I suspect the
Whims were asleep when they
rehearsed "Deep in a Dream."
"I've got Rhythm," lacked
any sort of animation on the
part of this group. The solo in
"Funny Valentine" typified
the Whims: weak and slug-
gish.
Saved Themselves
Dynamically, Dar'.moutht's
Injunaires burst forui with
"I'm Going to' Live Till I
Die." "April in Palis" as
sung by'the Dortmouth group I the second semester.
Entries for the $.25, §15 and
$10 prizes should be Sesigned
for the stage (not Revision)
and have a performkne ti.Tie
of 15 to 40-minutes. The dead-
line for submission oi manu-
scripts is January 14. ..
Professors George E. Nich-
ols III and Stephen Minot,
contest judges, have s,«id that
there is a possibility that two
of the winners- will.- be pro-
duced by the Jesters during
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Fraternity Bids
Ban Widespread
(UPS) Student concern over
discriminatory practises in so-
cial fraternities has brought
action on many campuses this
fall.
 ( ;
The Student Senate at- Col-
gate University passed a res-
olution calling for th<> abolish-
ment of fraternity discrimina-
tory clauses , which has been
forwarded to the Soard of
Trustees for final action. The
statement, proposed by a
fraternity president, provides
an October, 1966 deadline for
ending discriminatory provi-
sions in organization charters.
Discriminatory clauses faave
been banned from all organi-
zation constitutions at Ohio
State University where anti-
discriminatory actions were
initiated by the panh;llenicas-
with ple<iged. admin-
istrative support.
The Universit yof Michigan
Student Council will vote next
week on- a resolution re-
quiring all fraternities and
sororities to file notarized
statements regarding their
constitutional membeiship ,re-
quirements with the student
council.
Similar action is bdng con-
sidered at Wesleyan yhere a
student faculty comfittee has
been formed to study discrim-
ination in fraternities.
Four fraternities at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley
have taken steps to remove
discriminatory clauses from
their constitutions as the re-
sult of
 a 1959 University
ruling stating that all houses
must abolish such claases by
1964 or lose University recog-
nition, , ' s
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Who's Who Humphrey Proposal Gets
Attention at Princeton
(Continued From Page 1)
ber. He belongs to Alpha
Delta Phi, the Sophoir,. ire Din-jng Club and Pi Gamma Mu,
social " science honorary so-
ciety. .
A member of Theta 'XI,
Mayer has been tennis cap-
tain two years arid -s also
president of ihe Pipes.' In
addition .he plays on the vars-
ity basketball squad.
(Continued From Page 1J
agreed to urge the President-
elect to present Congress ap-
propriate legislation.
The delegates also establish-
ed a steering committee and
Theta Xi and station manager
of WRTC-FM..He was junior
class marshall and last year
won the H u m a n Relations
Award for citizepsh'.p a n d
sportmanship.
Phi Betes Nominated
Recently-elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, Perlman is president
of the senior class and the
Hillel Society, A former sen-
ator, he is in Theta Xi and
the Medusa, and twxe won
Phi Gamma Delta prizes in
mathematics. •
•Three-time Holland Scholar
Stambaugh has also b e e n
named to Phi Beta Kappa,
and to Delta Phi Alpha, Ger-
nian honorary. He is president
of the band and Tripod assist-
ant editor. .
e
Delta Phi, is president of the
IFC. A letterman in track,
basketball and football, he won
the Donn F. Porter Award as
a freshman and is now on the
Medusa.
Wagner is on the Medusa
and in Alpha Chi Rho.
former junior advisor, h e
plays varsity soccer and is.
vice-president of the Christian
Association.
Former Senator Watt, a
member of Q.E.D., headed the
group's disafffiiatioii f r o m
sr
campuses programs to study
t.ie youth service corps and to
make it widely known among
student bodies." \
leaves Too Expensive
They would spend tihree
years in an underdeveloped
area,, except for the duration;
of the orientation program!; Be-
cause of the transportation ex-
pense, the government or the
sponsoring organization could
no,t permit leaves during the
participants' tours of duty..
All candidates for the corps
must be willing to "dirty their
hands" in a relatively primi-
tive area, be physicaly lit,
adaptable to nearly any envir-
onment and intellectually and
socially mature.
The youths would not be
spokesmen for and
serve as individuals personally
dedicated to combatting pover-
ty, illiteracy and disease.
Fewer Benefits i
Pay, comforts and other
benefts would be even less at-
tractive than those provided by
steering committee established
by the conference.
To Consult Delegates
Undergraduate delegates be-
came a sub-committee for the
steering committee and will be
consulted frequently for opin-
ions as the program pro-
gresses. • . - ' . . •
The delegates assigned the
steering committee to:
1. Make youth aware of ex-
isting programs that present
opportunities for service, a-
broad and to bring tnem to
campuses and to\ other youth
representatives of s u c h
"groups. ;
2. Ascertain the needs of un-
derdeveloped countries, (in Af-
rica, Asia and South America)
in cooperation with their lead-
ers which a youth service
corps could help meet and re-
pprt their findings to the
President-elect and Congress.
Established Criteria
3. Establish criteria for a
youth service corps, prepare a
detailed prospectus for.a^ilot
project and investigate means
of flnancialsupport
4. Establish a central office
He said the most important
thing now is to do somethng,
to, start pushing it through
Congress before President-elect
Kennedy's blessing wears off.
Young Americans should de-
votethe bulk of their attention
to the "secondary school bot-
tleneck," .Harvard economist
Elliott Berg said in an address
' Saturday morning.
He cited Nyassaland, where
only 200 persons graduated
from high schools from 19*3
to 1950.
"The universities and prim-
ary schools are, in better
Shape," he said, "but by no
means satisfactory."
'Poverty of Ignorance'
An official of Americans
Metals Climax called for a war
against the "poverty of ignor-
ance."
F. Taylor Ostrander Friday
proposed a "great secular mov-
ment" of teachers to'the con-
cerned areas and added that
many young Americans would
be well qualified.
He said that to meet the
strict teaching requirements
of the French and British
to do research, distribute in- school systems in Africa, ad-
Recruits would include hoth
men and women. A college ed-
ucation, the delegates believed,
should not be required.
Experts on Africa, Asia and
South America and members
of the PrincetonST, ^~ . 7 7 OJ- "ie Jr-rjnceion wnig-Uiio-
Delta Phi. A history major, hejsophic Society the Princetonwon the George J. Mesd priz
as a freshman, and was a char-
ter member of Trinity's Delta
Phi Alpha chapter.
debating society, organized the
meeting. Most members of the
sponsoring group and several
others were elected the
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formation and inform, on leg-
islative progress.
5- Investigate the feasibility
of using the youth, service
corps as an alternative to the
draft. ,. " . • ' . •
- Dr. Melady, a membei of the
steering committee, pointed
out that the youth service
corps idea is not a recent, one.
During an address Friday
night, he- said a number of
midwestern universities had
devoted a lot of time to the
project but had been unable
to get it off the ground.
Bo Something Now
vanced degrees may be de-
manded in some areas.
A British political scientist
advised the undergraduate
delegates to "follow the educa-
tional path as far as your eco-
nomics will and remember the
meaning of the word sacri-
fice."
Sir Hugh. Scott Taylor of the
Woodrowj Wilson Foundation
added Friday night, "We have
to go down into the hearts of
these nations in a way which
we have not done thus far.
We must be neighbors,' or
others will take our place."
-News Items-
will be on campus this week.$100 CUBA TB3SPThe. National Student Coun.
cil of the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee is o f f e r i n g a
§1,00 all - expense tour de-
signed "to acquaint students
with the truth about Cuba."
Student contingents will
leave Miami Dec. 23 and re-
turn Jan. 2. Established last
April, the Committee lists Tru-
iman Capote, Kenneth Tynan,
I "Norman Mailer and Jean Paul
Sartee among.its members.
Interested students should
I contact the Student Council,
Room 536, 799 Broadway, New
York 3y N. Y.
i TICKETS TO
SHEIXY BEEMAX
Reduced rate tickets are
available for Shelly Berman's
Nov. 17 appearance at the
BushneH. S2.75 orchestra seats
may be purchased for $1.50;
§1.75 second balcony seats for
75 cents. Make reservations
with Miss Curry m Mather
HalL
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
Representatives of three
graduate professional schools
Trinity Glassware
Handmade, brilliant crys-
tal with leal in gold or
blue and gold.
each
12 oz. Tumbler $• .65
7 oz. Old Fashioned .65
4 or. Sham Cocktail 1.00
4'/s oz. Stem
Cocktail 1.00
10 ox. Pilsner .85
20 oz- Beef Mug 1.95
21 oz. Brandy Inhaler 1.25
42 oz. Martini Mixer 2.95
42 oz. Cocktail
Shaker ' ••-.3.95;
Trinity College
Bookstore
SNOWMAN SPECIAL
SNOW-CAPPED TIRES
$11.95 Plus Tax and Recap
ANY SIZES
10% CASH DISCOUNT ON ALL AUTO REPAIRS
WE SPECIALIZE IN FOREIGN CARS
— 24 HOUR SERVICE — OPE N ALL THE TIME —
RALPHS AUTO SERVICE
J A 9-0063
1698 BERLIN TURNPIKE, WETHERSFIELD
In Front of Hartford Motel
Ralph DiLisio, Prop. - ATLANTIC PRODUCTS
10 Minutes from Trinity
Those interested in interviews
Should see Miss Burnham in
the Placeemnt Office regard-
ing an appointment.
Dean 3. M. Ratcliffe of the
Universitv of Chicago Law
School Will interview under-
graduates interested in law
Wednesday, Nov. 16. These in-
terviews will be in Goodwin
Lounge.
Also 'on Wednesday, Ray-
mond C. Saalbach, director oi
admissions of the Wftiarton
School of Business will speak
with students in Elton Lounge.,
Underaraduates interested in
business schools will'also talK
with Mr. 'William J, von Min-
den, director of the Graduate
School of Public Accounting,
School of Business Administra-
tion, Rutgers University. He
will conduct interviews Friday,
Nov. 18 at the College.
TUCK BUSINESS SCHOOL
Dean Karl Hill of the Amos
Tuck School of Business Ad-
ministration will be on cam-
pus to Interview seniors Thurs-
day. Appointment should be
made through the Placement
Office. Mr. Hill's visit last
Friday was canceled.
PI KAPPA AI-PHA ELECTS
On. November 2 the follow-
ing were elected to office hi
Pi Kappa Alpiha: William A.
Sullivan, president; Roger S.
Wilson, vice prfesident; John
M. Denson, treasurer; Edward
B. Waggoner, secretary and
historian; Thomas M. Kelley,
steward; and William P. Kahl,
sergeant-at-arms.
GUITAR CLASSES FORMED
Registrations •are now being
received at the Hartford Con-
servatory of Music lor two
classes in guitar playing. The
classes will meet at the Con-
servatory, 834 Asylum Ave-
nue, on Mondays from 8:30. to
9:30 pjn, and the other Tues-
days from 10 to 11 a.m.
Arnold Landsberg, who has
studied guitar with Nevrt Moss
and Ivar Maisants, will con-
duct the classes.!
PACl THREE
Brookstde Barber Shop
Two Expert Barbers
S. and Joseph Miono
Friendly Service
422 New Britain Avenue
Plan now for your
^BERMUDA
College Week
1961
bigger, busier,
better than ever!
• Informal welcoming dance io start
the fun.
• College Day at the Beach... the
biggest beach party of the year.
• All-day cruise to historic St.
•George. Luncheon, Calypso music..
Gombey Dancers.
Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
College Week Goll Competition.
College Talent Revue.
Fun Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
Barbecue Luncheon.
Sightseeing.
Special Golf and Tennis Trophies
ALL, YOURS AT NO CHARGE
The BERMUDA
Trade Development Board
420 Hftk Ave.. New York 20. M. Y.
Chapel, Dr. Albert Jacobs,
S a . m . • • . - - '
IFC, Committee Room, Ma-
ther Hall, 7:15 p.m.
, Senate. Senate Room, Ma-
ther Hall, 7U5 p.m.
Spanish Club, • A l u m n i
Lounge, Mather Hall, 7:30
p.m.,
Trinity Folk Singers, Ma-
ther Assembly Hall, S p.m.
TOMORROW
Chapel, Senior Lay Readers
William ^Fisher and Thomas
Wiekham, 8 a.m.
International Relations Club,
Senate Room, Mather Hall,
7:30 p.m.
Band Practice, Mather As
sembly Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Le Cercle Francais, Elton
Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Hillel Society,1, A l u m n i
Lounge, Mather Hall, 8:15
J P - m . / - . . ' •
WEDNESDAY
Chapel, Holy- Communion,
•7:30 a.m.
Independents, A l u m n i
Lounge, Mather Hail, 6 p.m.
FEC, Senate Room, Mather
Hall, 7 p.m.
THURSDAY
'Chapel, Chapel Talks, Dr.
Eugene Davis,' Associate Pro-
fessor of History, 8 a.m.
Annual Mead History Lec-
ture, "First Population Explo-
sion 1750-1850" Professor Wil-
UamLanger, Harvard Univer-
sity,' Chemistry Auditorium,
10:30 a.m.
Economics Club, Presenta-
tion of Mr. Carlo Hammer,
"What the Common Market
means to the United States,"
Wean Lounge, Matter Hall
7:30 p.m. '
Athenaeum . Society, Elton
Lounge, 4 p.m.
Vestry) Meeting, Chapel
Crypt, 8:30 p.m.
'Trinity Spotlight' Program
Makes Debut OnWHNB-TV
Nov. 13—Dr. Edward Cher-
bonnier asserted io-iiy the
emphasis in America on the
individual requires the exist-
ence of small liberal arts col-
leges. The occasion1 for the
religion professor's remarks
was the debut of the "Trinity
Spotlight" on WHNB-TV.
The unrehearsed program,
which can be seen eE:ch Sun-
day at 11:30 a.m., features
members of the College who
treat a different aspect of
campus life each ween.
Today's round table panel
consisted of moderator Dr.
George Cooper, processor of
history, President AJbert C.
Jacobs, Dean of the Faculty
Arthur Hughes, Dr. Cherbon-"
nier and student body presi-
dent Roger MacMillau-
This morning, the group
dealt witih. Trinity's teaching
facilities and the part that
small colleges play in our mass
society.
Physician of Soal
Commenting on the merits
of small colleges vs. big col-
leges, Dr. Cherbonnier.. assert-
ed, "The educator is , the
physician of the soul. The best
kind of knowledge has an ef-
fect on ,the whole student.
Many colleges aren't equipped
for this. Small liberal iirtsj col-
leges are."
Among the advantages of
small colleges cited by various
panelists were: a low pupil-to>
professor ratio, easier access
to library a n d laboratory
facilities, and contact at the
freshman level with rrien in
the upper echelons of the vari-
ous departments. .' .'....'
"In a big: university many
Senate Makeup Issues
To Be Studied Tonight
Chapel, Chapel Talks, I>r.
Davis, 8 a.m. '
Trinity Review Society, Con-
ference Room, Mather Hall,'
4 p.m.' . • !
Symposium on Christian
Existentialism, Registration,
Main Foyer, Mather Hall, 6:30
p.m.
Symposium on Christian
Existentialism, First Session,-
Chemistry Audtiroium, 8:15
SATURDAY
Symposium on Christian
Existentialism, Mather Assem-
bly Hall, 9 a. m.;- 5 pm.
SUNDAY
Chapel, Holy • Communion,
8:30 a.m. - ;- : -
Chapel, Morning prayer
and sermon by the Rev. Sa-
gene Dixon, Storr? Connecti-
cut, 11 a.m. \
Chapel, College Vespers,
Speaker—Dr. M. Curtis Lang-
horne, Professor of Psychol-
ogy, 5 pjn.
JOIN AMERICA'S
UP-TQ-THE-MtNUTE MEN
The Senate tonight will con-
sider whether Independent rep-
resentation will be increased.
Action originally scheduled
for last week's meeting was
postponed due to the confusion
which resulted from (hearing
three committee reports on the
same problem.
Senate President Roger Mac-
MUlan appointed the chairmen
of the three committees to
meet with the Election. Com-
mittee so that one proposal
could be presented to the Sen
ate 'tonight. ,
Arthur McNultys report from
the special committee recom-
mended that junior senators
from any one fraternity be
limited to two. This will pre-
vent tlhe "sentiments of one
fraternity" from being pre-
sented to the Senate by a
"large block."
Keep Present Structure
Election Committee Chair-
man Robert Brown proposed
that the Senate should keep its
present structure while allow-
ing for a greater representa-
tion of independents.
He suggested senior inde-
pendents nominate four candi-
dates two of whom will be
elected to serve on the Senate.
Fraternities will continue to
elect one senior member while
three senators will represent
the senior class at large.'This
increases independent repre-
sentation by one.
Independent representative
Roy Price, peakig for the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee, sug-
gested that independents be
given representation in accord-
ance w i t h their numerical
strength on tflie campus. He
maintained the other proposals
were inadequate. '
Votes As A Senator
Speaking against equal rep-
resentation for independents,
Senator Brown said he repre-
sented more than his frater-
YOUR NATIONAL GUARD
789 Park St.
Same toy service on
DRY CLEANING
Mon - Sat., 9-2
THURS..NOV. 17 8:30 pm
SHELLEY
BERMAN
with the CUMBERLAND
THREE
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Tickets now at Box Office
Full Prices: Orch. $3.75,
3.25,. 2.75, 1st Bal. S3.25,
$2.75, 2,25. 2nd Bal. §1.75.
Make checks payable to and
mail to: Bushneli Memorial,
Hartford 14, Conn. Enclose
stamped return envelope.
nity by keeping the interests
of the entire campus at heart
He stated he "voted as a sena-
tor should vote" not by the
way his fraternity wanted him
to vote.
He labeled the entire pro-
posal for more independent
representation a "pseudo-prob-
lem." j
In direct contrast to Brown's
argument, PiKA's William Sfl-
livan maintained that he did
represent fiiis fraternity be-
cause of the close contact that
he had with the members of
his house.
Not Closely Knit
i But Sullivan went on to say
t h a t independents shouldn't
have nearly as many repre-
sentatives as fraternities be-
cause independents do not form
a closely knit group. Electing
non-fraternity members to the
Senate would not ensure the
independents that their views
would be expressed any better.
Roy Price argued that he
knew many independents on
tihe campus and was aware
how they feel on numerous
issues. More independent rep-
resentation, would ensure that
their views would be expressed
because a wider circle ;of infe
pendents would be in contact
with a senator.
President MaeMillan sternly
denied? Brown's statement that
the entire issue was a "pseudo-
problem."
In other business the Senate
discussed the manner of hand-
ling expenses." The discussion
resulted from a request by
NSA delegates for funds for
their attendance at a meeting
already held.
President MacMjllan asked
senators to maintain order dur-
ing the Wesleyan week-end es-
pecially in regard to the areas
of parking,, alcohol on tihe
streets, stealing at Wesleyan,
and Saturday night parties.
of' the undergraduates don't
get the best professors.. At
Trinity, you get the best as
a freshman," Dr. Cherbonnies
remarked.
Asked whether he favored
an increase in student enroll-
ment, President Jacobs re-
called that the number of un-
dergraduates has soared from
the pre-war peak;of 530 to the
present figure of 987. The'Col-
lege has no plans for expan-
sion in the near future, ha
said.
PuMic Schools Needed
Dr. Jacobs emphasized that
while institutions like Trinity
perform a unique service in
education, the large state-fin-
anced university also fulfills
an equally important role.
. At the present time, accord-
ing to Dean Hughei, more
than half of the 200-odd Trin-
ity seniors expecting tr grad-
uate this June will proceed
directly to graduate school.
About 440 students nov partfc.
cipate in this College's grad-
uate studies program. Most ot
these people did not receive
•then" bachelor's degree from
Trinity, he noted.
For next week's show, the
topic of discussion will be the
Jesters.
WRTC to Increase
Broadcast Power
The WRTC-FM transmitter
will be moved to the chemistry-
building next summer. Broad-
casting power1 may be raised
from 145 to 500 watts. WRTC-
FM would then have a range
that extends past Springfield.
WRTC-FM will extend its'
broadcasting schedule. The
station now broadcasts from,
5 p.m. until 1 a.m. .on week*'
days and from 7 p.m. to 11'
p.m. on Sundays. Saturday
transmitting will begin and
the weekday and Sunday
hours will be Increased. j
Classrooms Unlimited 1
"With the increase -:n broad-
casting power," according to
Executive Producer John Ro-
mig, "we will be able to par-
ticipate more easily in nation-
wide exchanges of FM producr
tions.
The station will continue to
broadcast educational pro-
grams, BBC, popular and
classical music, compJete op-
eras and Broadway musicals
on Sunday.
WRTC-FM will continue to
produce "Classrooms Unlim-
ited." This program is 'ised by
the West Hartford school sys-
tern. English professors from
Trinity conduct lectures which
are piped through the PA sys.-
terns of the West Hartford
high schools.
The station staff Is a larg®
one again this year. Tbere are
fifty-eight members, twenty
of whom are freshmen.
FIRST STRING. You can
depend on that refreshing
* taste. Which is why
the campus crowd agrees—
where there's life. * *
there's Bud®
KING OF BEERS . ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS * NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . MMMi * TAMPA
PAG! FOUR THE TRINITY TRfFCD
BY GEORGE!
george will
The sports department of the Tripod feels it is
time to, abolish the institution of "sports" and start
over again. - •
We suppose that statement demands some explan-
ation and we offer as evidence the, Nov. 7, I960, issue
of that sweaty, robust rag', Sports Illustrated. It is
probably true that we at' Trinity are spoiled a little
more than somewhat .by Bantam sports' and can't ap-
preciate the depths to which athletic encounters on the
outside world have sunk.
We have just finished, a most ' enjoyable Fall
watching a Dan Jessee team, below the quality he us-
ually presents, play hard and fast football and become,
in the course of one short season, a power to be feared
in seasons to come. We have particularly enjoyed the
delightfully legalized barbarism that is the playing of
George Guiliano. Also, the very presence of Master
Dan, as crusty as a barnacle and as caustic as a Tru-
man, seems to make sports on the Hilltop virile and
legitimate.
To Hades and Back
But, alas, it seems that while the likes of Master
Dan and Mr. Guiliano have kept Trinity sports spicy,
the rest of the sports world has been going to Hell.
Offered as evidence is the above mentioned issue
of the magazine snappily titled By its enthusiasts SI.
The contents of that issue indicate that that which
pleases us, the Master Dan preeision-without-parapher-
nalia brand of athletics, no longer sells to the Ameri-
can "sportsman." Let us begin on page six with the
"Scorecard."
This page contains an illuminating- revelation —
an answer to tliat burning question of why- pro basket-
ball has alienated the fans of "sophisticated southern
California." We are told that this area has come to
expect "Major league sport." And what, for our edi-
fication, is that? It is, we are told, "hoop-la and high
pressure (half-time shows, card stunts, bands, klieg
lights, etc.)" That conception of "major league" must
amuse such Los Angeles Lakers as Elgin Baylor and
Jerry West.
Rah! For Recruiting1
Due to the lack of space we will not examine the
notes dealing with the point-shaving techniques of
gamblers at the Texas-SMU game or with Maryland's
new coach Tom Nugent who earns accolades for "re-
cruiting with the zeal of his predecessor." But on to
matters of greater urgency.
On the same page we find a really revealing essay
concerning scholarly investigation that has been tak-
ing place at that pillar of higher learning, the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin's P. E. department. It concerns a
topic dear to the heart of any coach: how to. draw
the greatest efficiency from his livestock; i.e., reduce
said livestock to a state of glorious primitiv'ism.
"A theory evolved at Wisconsin," enthuses SI,
"'states that in everyday routine use the muscles are
controlled by the highest reasoning centers. But in ex-
tremes—as in crisis—or in the agony phase of exhaus-
tion—the cortex shuts down and the" primitive brain
centers take over."
How extradinary.
Oh, Joy
The matron of sadistry who conceived of this ap-
Two '59 Bantam Stars Makin
In Canadian, NFL Pro Football
MONDAY, NOVEMBER T4. I960
Progress
BY JOE 3IABTIRE
Chicago, Nov. 7—-A yi*ar ago
at this time the na.-ies of
Roger LeClerc and BiJ! De
Coligny were echoing around
the Trinity campus as the
Bantams were enjoying an-,
other spectacular season un-
der coach Dan Jessee.
Teffm captain Rcgcr Le-
Cierc was not only a strong
leader, excellent blocker, and
vicious tackier but he also die!
35 per cent of the team's
was overjoyed to get this analysis from a colleague:
"This objective would be obtained by training the ser-
vice muscles-to the point of agonizing pain." "
As we bid farewell to pain-drenched Madison, Wis.,
we happily happen on to a.gritty study entitled "Down
With Gourmets." This ditty (the feature story in th
magazine) is introduced thus: "After too much ex
posure to the Francophile doubletalk in current cook
ery, a repatriate Texan pleads for a return to honest
eating."
It fairly scorches the pages. And so we leave thi
culinary cowboy lusting for a "mess of porridge" and
continue on in search of the score of the T. C. U. game
The Treasure Chest
Our next encounter is with a biographical sketch
of a man dear to the hearts of all football fans: tin
University of Pittsburgh's publicist. We marvel at th
devotion of a man who wanted to insure Pitt's back-
field stars for $1,000,000 when he recalled that "Strip,
teaser Evelyn West's bosom ("The Treasure Chest")
was insured by Lloyd's of London." Fortunately, cool
er heads prevailed. The erstwhile SI.reporter, digging
to the depths of the situation, quotes Our Hero a;
saying '-'You know what I like to read in -the papers ?
Controversy! I don't care if the. writer is Ernest Hem
ingway—he's got to write some controversy!" Do you
suppose this has been relayed to Ernie?
The above is just a sample of the throbbing ex-
citement packed into this issue. "Women's War to
Save Sports" bumps that crumb Unitas from his ped-
estal and enthrones Womanhood as the source of suc-
cess of the Baltimore Colts. "Horse shows come in all
sizes and are held in every setting
h l b
and off we
y p
proach to fun and games, one Dr. Frances Hellsbrandt
Don't you get thrown for
a loss. Insist on the beer
tha t gives you all the
pleasure of the first beer
every beerthrough. Make
it Schaeferall around!
The f, & M. SCHAEFE.R 8REWINB CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY. ui V
rip into anot er slam- ang expose.
(In fairness to the article "A Splendor of Horses'
it should be pointed out that the story reveals the
horsey set's concern for participant and fan alike.
"Radiators warm formally dressed box holders,
and a mirror by the ring's in gate bears a sign that in-
quires of competitors, "Are you properly attired for
this class?'") .
Your Deal, Floyd
One must weep for boxing fans who jump with
delight at the headline "Rematch in New York" •—
Ingo and Floyd are coming back! Guess again. A group
of Gotham bridge sharps are out to get back at a
nasty crowd of Calif ornians who beat them in an "ex-
citing 80-board match."
Those of you who push on to page 54 will find
your patience well rewarded as Ed Zern, an outdoorsy
type, crusades in this manner: "I loathe and detest all
fish tournaments."
(Go slow through this part of the rag: the Colts
managed to land two pages of space.)
"Momma Gonna . . . "
SI maintains this fierce tempo right through that
always scintillating item' known as "Pat on the Back."
The deserving recipient of this honor is a Cincinnati
housewife. And the trusty editors make devastatingly
clear her qualifications for such an honor in sports.
Say they: "At one three-game match daughter Maura
declared confidently over the P. A. system: 'Momma
is gonna bowl 600 tonight.' Happily, Mamma did."
And a "Happily, Mamma" to you George Guiliano.
UECLEBC: from Bantam to Bear
kicking.
scoring
l
He ivas the highest j
center in the nation
last year with 15 extra point
kicks in 20 tries and two
touchdowns on intercepted
pass runs, for a toUI of 27
points.'
The 6'3", 235 1b. LeClerc
played offensive center and
spearheaded the bulky Trin-
ity line, but it is probably on
defense that Roger excelled
most. He called the defensive
signals from his middle line-
backer's position, and oppo-
nents will tell you that Le-
Clerc was smart, quick, and
immovable. He intercepted
five passes and ran them back
for 1S8 yards.
His great play caught the
attention of the Chicago Bears
while Roger was only a junior.
He was the Bears' fifteenth
:hoice at the annual NFL
drafts in December of 1958.
Agawam Terror
At the completion of tbe
19S9 season the Agawam,
Mass., terror was selected to
the All-New England, All-
East, and All-Little American
football teams as well as be-
ing awarded the Maxwell Me-
morial football citation lor
"outstanding football perfor-
mance." The Denver Broncos
of the new AFL thought so
highly of Roger -LeCkrc that
they made him their liist 1&59-
60 draft choice.
Roger signed a coniiact to
play professionally wilh the
Bears, well realizing ti.at only
one out of every ten rookies
makes the NFL each year. Be-
fore reporting to the Bear's
summer training camp, Rogei
was honored .by b^ing the
fourth Trinity football player
selected to play ior the Col-
lege All-Stars.
The Chicago Bears, under
owner-coach George Halas,
finished second in the western
division of the NFL test year,
behind the Colts, with a .8-4
record. The Bears displayed a
fine backfield, featuring the
passing of Ed Brown and the
powerful ranning of tjllbaek
Rick Casares, and a basically
sound defense. Their only
problem, was a lack ef good
interior linemen.
Draft Linemen
They drafted what they|
thought to be the best avail-
able linemen in the
ranks: In addition
they picked A
Roger Davis and
manns q
toska oJ
, dian Football League
j rear. Bill recently a
' his season in the
for this
turn *> the"**™ for the
g Idaho.
A national sports magazine
Dvis asA n t p
selected LeClerc and Davis as
the most promising rookie
prospects. They stated that j
LeCierc had "great speed^ mo-
 (
bility good size, and the quail-, y^-v
ties needed to be a pro line-j
De Coli.cny reports
son he wiJi he in there fig:it>
ing when the Bears open tapir
training next summer. With a
year's experience UiJ'xcr h!s
belt Bill will be a good pro
at tackle.
j
roach The clock of Philip- the GoM
all his
iai
the
is led
(mid-
1
260
one ol tn
sive line.
LeClerc lived up to
expectations and on several
occasions has crasu?a«
starting line-up, which
by All-Pros Bill George (mitt
die guard, 6'2", 235 :.bs., am:
Doug Atkins lend), '"' '*"
TOS.
Spells Center
The Bears are currently in
third place with a o-li-1 rec-
ord and Roger has seen a
great ded.1 of action *s a line-
backer and also occasionally
spelling center John Mellekas
on offense.
Trinity's other All-New
England player was 6'3", 248
lb. Bill De Coligny. "Deeco"
was signed by the Bears as
a free agent in June'of I960.
Bill was the other half of Trin-
ity's "two-man wreckir.g crew'-
and. a star in his own :;'ght.
Bill graduated last June with
honors in Fine Arts and also
the proud holder of Inn's shot
put and discus records. Bill
was up against stiff competi-
tion, but he showed everyone
that he had aggressiveness and
strength as well as ability to
match his mammoth size. Un-
fortunately, Bill was 'he last
man cut from the 33-man
Bears squad.
Contract Kept j
"The Bears, knowing that j
Bilf has great potential, kept j
his contract and optioned him i
to'Saskatchewan of the Cana-j
ods of working on n
are included in the currant
display in the loby of.the li-
brary." "Time and Its Measure-
ment."
Part of a collection of sev-
eral hundred books and re-
search materials donated to
the College by Dr. K-irl .Vogel
of New York City make up
the collection. These vary
from a 1767 treatise on horol-
ogy to a training unit from
the Bulova School of Watch-
"making.
SLOSSBERG'S
Overstock Cash Sde
m SUITS
m TOPCOATS
m SPORT JACKETS
@ SLACKS
o SHIRTS
® TIES
2Q%-33Vs% Off
Slsssfeerg's Inc.
, CAMPUS SHOP
At The Foot of
Fraternity How
1S17 Broad St. Open Eve.
• BELMONT RECORD SHOP
163 WASHINGTON ST. HABTFOKD
Hi-Fidelity Component Parts — Sales & Servica
We Specialize in Hard to Get Records
Open Evenings till 10 - Phone CH 9-0414 or CH 9-04S6
ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
BONUS
lARRIf LTD.
INTRODUCTORY ©FFIIL-
Barrie Ltd., Creators of Authentic Collegiate Footwear,
Offers Our Entire Stock, Including Shell Cordovans, Im-
ported Grains, Genuine Calfskins, and Hand-Sewn Mocca-
sins to Students at Fifteen Percent Off Our Regular
Prices. Moccasins — $14.95 up. Shoes — §18.95 up.
If you are style-conscious and economy-minded, you'll
wonf S-o fill your shoe needs now.
This Sfudenf Offer Expires Saturday November 26th.
22 Trumbull St.
JA 5-6261
„ Hartford \
Next To
V Henry'Miller Co.
Near The
/ Telephone Co.
Building .
CUT OUT and PRESENT COUPON
' INTRODUCTORY STUDENT OFFER. STUDENT TO •
1
 RECEIVE 15% OFF REGULAR PURCHASE PRICE I
' ' •
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 ; -_ ; - "
1 .
i Address ,_. ' „'•.„; -„
I School or Col lege
I Nof Valid Af+ar Saturday November 26. I960
Barrie Ltd. , 22 Trumbull St., Ha r t f o rd
' * . « . _ •» _ — — a - » ' . — • • • " . - • — " • • " • . «« • " •—'
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STU'S EXPLAINING HOW MACHINES WILL
SOME DAY "OUTTALK" PEOPLE
"Stu" Smith graduated from Southern-Cal
with a powerful yen for excitement; His kind of
excitement—Engineering.
He got what he bargained for (and a little
more) when he joined Pacific Telephone. One of
Stu's early assignments was to find out how
existing Long Distance networks could be used
to pipeline high speed "conversations" between
computers in distant cities.
The fact that he did a fine job did riot go
unnoticed.
Today, four years after starting his tele-
phone career, Senior Engineer' Stuart Smith
heads a staff of people responsible for telegraph
and data transmission engineering in the huge
Los Angeles area. As a pioneer in this new data
transmission field Stu predicts data processing
machines will some day do more Long Distance
"talking" than people.
Stu contacted 12 other companies before join-
ing Pacific Telephone. "I don't think there's any
limit to where a man can go in the telephone
business today. Of course, this isn't the place for
a guy looking for a soft touch. A man gets all the
opportunity he can handle right from the start
He s limited only by how well and how fast h«
can cut it."
If Stu's talking about the kind of opportune
youre looking for, just visit your PlncaLi a*-*
for literature and additional information " "
"
"Ovr number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelli-
gent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
FREDERICK,R. KAPPHJ,,
 President • • •
BELL TELEPH ON E
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IM SCENE
BY STEVE PERREATJLT
NOV. 9—Sigma is'u today
cUmaxed an undefeated foot-
ball season by whippmp Delta
Kappa Epsilon 20-0 in the hv
ter-league playoff g-rae for
Urst place. •
• Tbe Nu moved ii4o the
playoff- sporting a «-Q-l record.
The final Deke record also
showed six victories and one
tie, one of these' wins result-
ing from a favorable.-verdict
in their much disputed Ameri-
can League championship con-,
test with Q.E.D. . :
' In the playoff fcr third
place Alpha Chi Rho beat
Q.E.D, without scorir.g any
points.
The two second place regu
lar season finishers i-layed to
a scoreless tie in regulation
time, then ,accordmg'io intra-
' mural playoff rules, e?,eh team
was allowed four do*-is with
the ball, \ -
' Crow picked up IS yards,
and Q.E.D, was unsuccessful
in trying to better this mark.
Crow gained a third place fin-
ish by their win., Q.E.B. fin-
ished fourth. . .' ..
On Tag—AU Star Game
The top performeis in the
two intramural f c o t b a 11
leagues will clash in the an-
nual all-star game this Thurs-
day at 3 p.m. A 25 cent ad-
mission will be charged with
all benefits going to the cam-
pus commuity chest fund. The
all-stars have been ciiosen by
representatives of each team.
AMERICAN IdEAGUE
ROSTER
Ends
Chris Gilson, Deke
Ed Goodman, St. A
John Norman, QED
Ed Casey, Pike
Guards
John Rourke, D Phi
Ollie Perrin, St. A
Dick Borus, AD
Tom O'Sullivan, Pike
Center-
George Tattersfiekl, ADX •
Backs
Tom Watt, QED .
Dick Turtle, D Phi
Don Papa-, QED
Bill Gale, St. A
Ed Trickett, QED
Bob Woodward, St. A.; •
Kit.Illicit,-St.. A- s ••;
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ROSTEK
Ends:. • : •;
Wayne Mehringer,: Crow
Pete Meehan, Sigma Nu '
Buzz Mayer, TX
Len Day, Sigma Nu
Guards
Beyo Brown, Crow-
Jim Fox,:Crow -.'._•
Dan Moore, Jags
Ron Blanken, Crow .
Center
Biel i Zousmer, Slgmu Ni}
Backs
Don -Woodruff, Sigms. Nu
Kod l^tcEae, Crow
Bob Swift, Bhi U
Bob Spahr, Phi U •
John Kent, TX
Jack Waggett,. Ja^s
Les Schoenfeld, Phi Fhi '•
Bantam Booters Finish
With Win Over Cards
BY FRED PRYOR
NOV. 11 _ Capitalizing on
hopeful Wesleyan's miseues
produced a 5-3 victory for the
Blue and Gold booters in their
final appearance of the season.
The Dathmen picked up their
sixth triumph of the year be-
fore a sizable Soph-Hop gath-
Cross Country Squad
Is 'Self - Disciplined
BY FRANK SEARS
' I f sweating for nothing is
your idea of a good team
work-out, then you sihould be
dut running cross country with
a group of some 20 turf-toeing
work-out enthusiasts.
Among the group can be
found- some illustrious names
in the spring track rostrum;
Still other names may only be
.found if you happen to be
glancing through a Trinity
College dorm directory.
. According to Track Captain
Mark Smith,' "Cross Country
iwork-outs and training collects
three types of Trinity men.
One,- those interested in pre-
season workouts1 for spring
track. Two, those interested in
p. E. dodging. Three, those in-
terested in running cross coun-
try fqr its own sake.". •
;•'•"": ' £aek of Support
How hard one -.- trains for
cross country is up to the in-
dividual working: out. Due to
a lack of support at the Ath-
ermg. Strong' Offense
A strong offensive effort on
the part, of the Bantam for-
wards proved to I be the mar-
gin of victqry. Sophomore
John -Pitcairn initiated the
scoring in the first quarter.
when he pummeled a rebound
into the muddy visitors net.
A wet playing surface-damp-
ened further scoring in the
first period and it >wasri't until
the second fifteen minutes that
Wesleyan dented
column. the scoring
. Ictie Department
team is forced to
level, the
hold itself
together merely by the efforts
qf a few self-disciplined run-
ners.
So few meets are scheduled
and so little interest from the
school is generated that con-
sequently only the stout-heart-
ed few continue to work out
consistently.
The informal coaching is pro-
vided out of personal interest
Shop aoriy (or th»
Cferiilmsi cords in
limited •ditiem of.
SCOTT BIUYOU, BOOKS
TrumbvM at Pearl
open unffl nine,
The College Barber Shop
Satisfaction Guaranteed
1220 Broad St.
One Block Below Vernon
Near Alien Place
by Major LaMar who renders
his free time services. This
help is appreciated by those
running, but She coach already
has full time employ witih the
AFROTC headquarters a n d
can only give his part time
support. ,
Split a Pair
This year there was a three
meet schedule. One was rained
out. The other two provided
one win and one loss for Trin-
ity. .
Too few meets are scheduled
during the. fall to provide
enough incentive for those
running to train hard. If a
5-meet schedule were arrang-
ed the team feels it could be
working • towards a definite
goal, meet by meet.
The system the team works,
out under at present is_this:
ea'ch man, individually, goes
down to the field house and
checks in* at the swimming
pool office for the day. He
then runs the 3.3 mile course.
There is no manager to check
them in or out or take time
trials when they run.
More Work Than PE
At the present time and in
its present looseness as a
team, the cross country run-
ners are sweating a good half
hour a day. Those whose ob-ject is to dodge the-otaniscent
P. E. requirements find them-
selves doing more work and
yet benefiting less because of
the lack of a full time rnana
ger and coach.
Credit is given to those still
striving for conditioning them-
selves and to those working to-
wards spring track. There also
are hopes that in the future a
more active interest from fjhe
school body will be shown to-
wards the team, when and if
more meets are scheduled.
HARTING PROMOTED
Robert M. Harting '"62 has
been promoted to the position
of Public Relations • Director
at WRTC-FM, with member-
ship on the Board of Directors.
Forwar'd Bill Needham tied
the score with a stunning ,shot
in front of goalie Schectman.
If exploded from a cluster In
front of the goal. The Wesmen
took a slight lead a few min
utes later when Ted Fiske
booted the ball into the twines.
The premature lead didn't
last, iiowever, for Junior ilb.1
Synn poured oh the pressure
with a well placed driye into
the screen. "
 ;. •":
Karvazy T*>vice
Janos Karvazy, playing his
last game for the Hilltoppers,
then sent his team ahead for
good when he capitalized on a
lead pass from AU-American
Capt. Alex Guild.
Not to be out done, Guild
countered minutes later on
pass from Karvazy. '
In the last quarter this same
combination hooked up, with
Karvazy taking the honors on
an assist from Guild. It cul-
minated strong pressure on
the Wesleyan goalie.
THE TIE CENTER
93 Pratt Street
Ties for all occasions
Bes't Selections
All ties from
$1.00 to $1.50-
OUR VIYELLA SHIRTS
HAVE ARRIVED
FEATURING
AUTHENTIC ANCIENT
SCOTTISH TARTANS
One of Americas Finest Stores
CLOU* w ucmttr
<?USZ NO; 7
• What famous slogan
comes from 35 Asylum
Street?
• Who is Hartford's num-
ber one jeweler?
•
 tWhafc does "Head Stand-
Ing1" mean . to you, the
customer?
If there ig any doubt to
these answers, ask the guy
next to you!
Uhe- Wesmen
savagely in the
t
fought back
closing min-
u es and forward Needham
again found the range to close
off scoring for the afternoon.
Rough Play
The game was highlighted
around the Wesleyan net. The
Visitors goalie performed ad-
mirably in the sloppy net. He
was forced out of the game
with a leg injury, but later
came back in to shut off the
Trinity forward wall.
Coach Dath substituted free-
ly in the closing minutes with
all seniors getting a chance to
play. Fullbacks Doug ; Ander-
son and Conrad Vander-Schoeff
sparkled for the- Bantam de-
fense.
Seniors'liast
Many brilliant performers
played their last game in a
blue and gold jersey.
Capt. Alex Guild, who was
"carried off the field on the
shoulders of his teammates,
will long be remembered for
his educated foot. Many oppo-
nents geared their, defense this
year into stopping Guild, for
they had been badly battered
by him in previous years.
Also, Janos Karvazy, who
had • penhaps Ms -final best
year also says, goodbye to
Trinity fans along with for-
ward's Don Mills and Joe Zoc-
co.
At the defensive halfback
positions hustling Ben Hu'bby
and Vinny Stempien, Iwho
have been standouts all year,
bow,out along with fullback
Bill Handler.
Archie Thompson ends his
years in the goal as many
members of 'the Bantam bench
end their playing careers..
Forcast: Good
Coach Dath returns next
year With a strong defensive
unit in Goalie Dick Schectman
Doug Anderson, Conrad Van
der Schoeif and center half
Baird Morgan. In the forward
line John Pitcairn, Pete Sher-
in and Ilhi Synn will be the
scoring nucleus.
The frosh booters have some>
excellent 'prospects headed
center forward John Gordor
who seems'likely to take over
Guild's position.
It looks like an interesting,
if not exciting season in store
by bruising play especially' for the Bantam fans next year,
Trin Battles Cards To:22-22 Tie
Ailing Shulsmen
Wa Hopped by Wes
MIDDLETOWN, Nov. 11—
In the final game of the 1960
season today, • the Wesleyan
freshman soceer team scored
its fourth win with a ,4-1 vic-
tory over the Trinity fresh-
men at the Wesleyan field.
Trinity scored the '-Hist goal
of the game when right half'
back. Garry ,McQuaid booted
White Students Stage
Protests For Civil Rights
(UPS) History was made in
Atlanta Georgia Tuesday when
12 Emory University students
Staged the first all wihite ciyil
rights demonstrations in the
Deep South.
Tuesday evening. After march-
i l b
the ball through the nets in[ Hundreds of students all
the first quarter.
Jim Kiehle overcame this
J
 for Wesleyan by scoring
the tying goal in the second
period, then established his
team's lead with his: second
goal of the afternoon in the
third quarter.
'Backbone' I<6gt
Early in the second quarter,
Trinity lost the services of its
high . scoring forward. John
Gordon, due to a knee injury.
Gordon .having scored seven
goals this year, has been con-
sidered the .backbone of the
Trinity offense.
The loss evened the Ban-
tams a final season if cord of
3-5. They had previously de-
feated the "Wesleyan i'V, Len-
ox, and Williams, but had lost
to Springfield College, and
.Amherst •••' ,
Before today's game center
halfback Arnold Wood was
elected the 1960 captain by the
team.
Shults Pleased
Coach Robert Shul:&: com-
mented that he was pleased
with the performance of the
team throughout the season.
He said he had hoped for a
better record, but that many
of the losses were due to the
itecord numbebr .of • injuries
that this year's squad saffered.
He added that in the four
over, the. country turned out
for. Election Day rallies in
answer to the Southern Stu-
dent Non-violent Coordinating
Committee's call for demon-
strations demanding "imme-
diate civil rights action from
Ma-
Bos-
Philadelphia
the victorious candidate."jor rallies were held in
ton, New York,
and Chicago. ..
Close to 300 pro-integration-
ists picketed Boston Commons,
demanding specific proposals
to fight discrimination in
Massachusetts in addition to
action on the national level.
Tlhree hundred strong, stu-
dents marched on Republican
and Democratic headquarters
in New York City, demanding
action now.
Over 400 Philadelphia stu
years he has been coaching at
Trinity, he has never seen a
squad hampered with so many
injuries.
' Coach Shults predicted that
at least three members of this
year's squad would b& play-
ing varsity soccer ne?.t year,
He added that quite a few
others ihave the potential to
play varsity and would hav»
an opportunity to do so next
year.
Coach Shult's record in his
4 years as the ireslinmn soc-
cer coach now stands at 14-8.
dents Joined in protest action, picketed the White House,
' carrying signs reading "Theing qu etly efore Kennedy
and Nixon headqiterters, the
group progressed to City Hall
Courtyard where
 ;they sang
songs of the sit-ins:i
Chicago area students rallied
at Roosevelt University, where
University of Chicago students
recently returned from Fayette
County, Tennessee reported on
their trip.
Starting at T- a.m. on Elec-
tion Day, Emory Students
picketed; before Ponce De
Leon High School, a major
precinct for DeKalb County.
They were joined later in tihe
day by students from Agnes
Scott.
,The white students', action
received full support from
Atlanta Negro students, who
felt they should not participate
in demonstrations while ne-
gotiations for lunch counter
desegregation.are in progress.
Oberlin College students
chartered a bus to Cleveland
to protest at centr-al polling
places there. The trip was
sponsored by the student gov-
ernment and the local chapter
of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People.
Placard
University
(Continued From Page 1) j
taken; beautifully by Sam Win-
ner who then made like a half- \
back as he outran the Wes-
leyan pursuers fbr the TD.
Tihe same c o m b i n a t i o n
clicked for the necessary extra
points making the score 22-22.
It appeared for a moment
that the tie would be broken
when the fleet Thomas took a
Jack Mitchell pass and raced
all. the way to the Trinity 10
before the plucky Sanders put
the stop on. him.
Clutch Performance
Here, when; it was most
needed, ifche . Trinity line dug
in and held, forcing a last-
second field goal attempt to go
wide. - - , • •
The clever-thinking Sanders
closed out a successful career
as he deployed Carl Lundborg,
filling in for the injured
Kenny Cromwell, into the cen-
ter of the Wesleyan : ranks
allowing the clock to run out.
F i n a l statistics' revealed
that the Wesleyan front line
was able to hold the dangerous
Trin backs to 149 yards oh the
ground while the Cards rolled
up 241. Trinity, however, was
superior overhead and it was
tihis superiority that allowed
the Bantams to gain a hard-
fought 22-22 tie. i
Four, Careers End
The tie gave the Bantams
a 3-4-1 season but most im-
portant brought to a close.the
playing career of four- starting
seniors. . V
Enough -praise cannot be
heaped jupoti Captain Tom
Reese, who helped hold an, in-
experienced Trinity line to-
gether. : Ends ,\ Peatman and
Tansill were: riot good pass-
catching ends but,- more irnpor^
tant- their ' -crushing' blocks
allowed the fleeting sophomore
backs to make it around the
opponents ranks.
Finally, the game ended, the
career of Tony Sanders;
courageous performer
though lacking the "profession-
al", line of last1 year, still had
the savvy to keep the opposing
elevens, guessing. His passing
and faking delighted many a
Trinity spectator. and his de-
parture will sorrowfully be
missed. - •
Future Xooks Great
As for the future, -there
Schulenberg, Fox,: Winner,
Giuliano and Howland are all
seasoned linemen now with a
year's experience under their
belts.
Babin, Whitters and Bennett
lead the junior linemen who,
when coupled with the sopho-
mores, appear equal to any
task they may encounter.
Trinity may thave been the
only team in the station that
at times started . three sopho-
more backs. Powerful John
Szumczyk will be one of the
greatest by the time he leaves
the Hilltop.
Surplus Of Backs
Blazing backs Calabrese and
Wardlaw" will leave the op-
position grabbing and holding
nothin b t i times
Lund-
g 
g ut a r many
next* year. Fullbacks
b
WHEN I SHOWED UP
WITH A SCHAEFER SD^
INSTEAD OF AN
BIGAGEMENTMGi
M Y G M R E W M E O U I
 b  
org and the all-around Crom-
well will be ready to loosen
up the opponents' middle.
. The burden of responsibility,
now falls into the' hands of [
soph Don Taylor. l ike - Sand-
ers, he -: will move, into hisjunior year with very little ex-
perience under his belt. How-
ever, in that limited experi-
ence Taylor has sho,wn the
same grace and courage that
characterizes. the departing
Sanders.
Thus in closing one cannot
help but sense some Trinity
"Reign -of Terror" that will
rain TD's on the opposition
next fall.
(32)
Ends — Gordon, Martin, Saunder,Morris.
Tackles—. Krda, Harris, Brown.
Guards — Dooney Richards.
Center — Crockett.
Backs— Mitchell, DeMiro. Thom-
as, . gquatrito, • Allen, Marino, Rob-
ertson. Ferjcuson, Rogers,
TRINITY (22)
Enfls — Tansilli Peatman, Guilt-ano. Winner,
TklacfclSs
Howland,
Guards
Babin.
—. Bennett, Whittiers,
— Ree«s Schulenberg,
Center— Fox.
Backs — Sanders, Szumczyk, Cala-
brese, Lundbors;, Warfilan, Taylor.
Wesleyan
Trinity
TD's, Squatrito
Cb
0—22
14—22
8 S
"80
, q a i o (21,
Thomas, alabrese Winner.
Points alter TD's, : DeMiro 2{run); Sanders (run). Winner(pjsss).
STATISTICS
WESLEYAN
17
241
84
9.6
1
1-40.0
2
TRINITY
First Downs, 15
Rushing yardage . 149
Pasing yardage
Passes attempted
Fuses intercepted by
Punts & Avg.
Fumbles lost : '
penalized
12S
T-13
0
4-32.0
1
55
•carrying' Rutgers
(New Brunswick,
Th« F. * M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY. K. * ,
THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE
\iceroysgofiL
at bath ends
New Jersey} students marched
to Middlesex County Court-
liouse urging voters to con-
sider civil rights in , their
balloting.
Washington area students
campaign is ovor—what do we
do now Mr. President?"
Demonstrations endorsed by,
student government resolu-
tions were also, held at An-
tioch, Smith, and the Univers-
ity of Minnesota.
XHETA XI ELECTS
, The Alpha Chi Chapter of
Theta Xi has elected the fol-
lowing officers: Robert L..
Honish '81, president; William
C. Richardson '62, vice-presi-
dent; Henry D. Kisor '62 sec-
retary; John H. Draper '61,
treasurer; David W. Straw-
bridge '62, senior steward;
Samuel G. Curtis '62, junior
steward; and George R. Fraisa
'62, scholarship officer.
DR. SALMON VIFS
Word has been r^eived her#
of the recent death in London
of Dr. Christopher V. Salmon,
former visiting profi-nsor of
philosophy at Trinity.
Dr. Salmon taught at Trin-
ity in 1947 and 1948, and later
served as chairman of the De-
partment of History at Van- •
derbilt University. HP later re-
turned to England and worked
as an official of toe BBC
(British Broadcasting Corpo-
ration).
Dr. Salmon was educated at
Harrow, Oxford and Princeton
and studied in -Germany! He
was a great-nephew of Flor-
ence Njghtingale. H>: is sur-
vived . by .his wife, Dora, a,
well-known British artist.
THE WASHINGTON DINER
175 WASHINGTON STKEET HARTFORD, CONN.
Good Food . . . Good Service
Steaks, Chops, Seafood —• Always Quick and Courteous
Plenty of Space and Free Parking
On Campus with
{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis",• etc.)
HOW TO BEAT THE BEAT GENERATION
My cqusin Herkie Nylet is a sturdy lad of nineteen summers
•who has, we &U believed until recently, a lively intelligence and
an assured.future. Herlde's father, 'Walter O. Nylet, is as every-
one knows, president of the First National Artificial Cherry
Company, world's lwgfest m&ker of artificial cherries for ladles'
•hats. Unde Walter had great plans for Herkie. Last year he
sfent Hgrkie to the Maryland College of Humanities, Sciences,
and Artificial Cherries, and he intended, upon Herkie's gradu«
ation, to find him,a nice fit wife and take him into the firm at
a full partner.
Could a young man have more pleasing prospects? Of course
not. But a couplfe of months ago, to everyone's consternation,
Herkie ftrinounced that he was not going into the artificial cherry
business. Nor Tyas he going to stay in college. "I am," said
Herkie, "a member of the Beat Generation. I am going to San
Francisco and gro*r a beard."
Well sir, you can imagine the commotion in the family when
Herkie went traipsing off to San Francisco.' Uncle Walter would
have gone after him and dragged Mm home, but unfortunately
he was right in the middle of the artificial cherry season. Aunt
Thelma couldn't go either because of her old leg trouble. (Ona
• of her legs is older than the other.)
wmm
So I went. I searched San Francisco for weeks before I found
Herkie living under the counter of a Pronto Pup stand. "H'erkie,
how are you?" I cried, looking distraughtly upon his tangled
beard, his corduroy jacket, his stricken eyes.
"Beat," said Herkie.
I offered him a Marlboro and felt instantly better when he
took it because when one smokes Marlboros, oiie cannot be too
far removed from the world. One still has, so to speak, a hold
on the finer things of life—like good tobacco, like easy-dra'winJg
filtration, like settling back and getting comfortable and enjoy-
.. ing a full-flavored smoke. One is, despite all appearances, basi-
cally happiness-oriented, fulfillment-directed, pleasure-prone.
"Herkie, what are you doing with yourself?" I asked.
" I am finding myself," he replied. "I aia writing a novel in
the sand •with a pointed stick. I am composing a fugue for
clavier an<J police whistle. I am sculpting in experimental ma-
terials-—like English muffins."
"And what do you do for fun?" I asked.
"Come," he said and took me to a, dank little night club
where men in beards and women in basic burlap sat on. orange
crates and drank espresso. On a tiny stage stood a poet reciting
a free-form work of his own composition entitled Bxcema: The
Story of a Boy while behind him a ]&%% trio played 200 choruses
of Tin Roof Blues, ,
"Herkie/'saidl/'comeliomewithnietotheartificial cherries."
• "No," said Herkie, so sadly I went home to tell Uncle Walter
thebadnews. He was less distressed than I had feared. Itseems
Ilncle Walter has another son, a quiet boy named Edvorts, about
whom he.had completely forgotten, and today Edvorts is in
• business with Uncle Walter and Herkie is beat in San. Francisco,
and everyone is happy. : >
© i960 &£** ShidmM
' . - • . , ' • - . • ' * * *
 x ' • ' .
And you too teill.be h&ppy^with Marlboros, or ifyouprefer
an unaltered smoke, icith Philip Morris. Try the brand-new
Philip Morris king-size Commander—long, mild, and leis-
urely. Ease a Commander—-welcome aboard!
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Tripod Camera Records 'Player's - Eye - View' At Wes!
' ^ • • • " f • • SIDELINE ACTION at the Trinity-Wesleyan game
is" captured by Tripod photographer Fred Dole; Start-
ing from the upper left-hand corner and reading clock-
wise!
1) Junior end Bob Couture concentrates on. tense
play. %) Trin team troops from the clubhouse on the
short end of a 14-S halftone score 3) An 'JEiterested by-
stander views the action on the field.
4) Dick Cunneen and Don Taylor help Trin squeesa
out a» extra yard or two. 5) Coach Dan Jessee points
out first half errors, second half plans. The contest end-
ed ia » 22-Z2 tfe.
THURSDAY NIGHT rally scene pre- -r Mce Were not sympathetic. (Right) John
ceding Wes game: More ardent "support- Heldt's camera catches the rally at its
ew of Trta's cause attempt to persuade
 h e i h t . S c e n e . d0wntoWB Hartford
Hartford's best to join the throng. Po-
